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Abstract

Taylor Glacier, located in the McMurdo Dry Valleys of Antarctica has piqued curiosity since the first observations in 1903.

Episodic release of iron-rich brine at or near the glacier terminus rapidly oxidizes, forming a visually striking red stain on the

ice and glacier forefield called ‘Blood Falls’. The triggering mechanism behind these releases is unknown. The recent history of

brine releases have been well documented since the 1993-94 summer season. To better understand the frequency and extent of

brine releases over a longer time period we compile a detailed history of observations of the Taylor terminus from photographs,

journals, field reports, oral histories, and published papers prior to the onset of more frequent monitoring in the 1990s. We

developed a confidence assessment framework for our interpretation of the presence/absence of brine icing deposits. Results

show that of the 30 summer seasons between 1903-1904 and 1993-1994 with interpretable observations, 21 seasons (70%) show

evidence of brine flow events, and 9 seasons show no evidence of brine flow. At least two of these brine flow events are newly

reported by our study. Concurrent observations of the glacier terminus over the same period showed a localized advance and

collapse of a small portion of the southern terminus. We demonstrate a framework to fuse multiple data types and qualitatively

assess the confidence level of our interpretations that could be applied to similar investigations of environmental history. We

encourage other researchers to explore and contribute to the growing collection of open access historical archives.
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Blood Falls
EPISODIC DISCHARGE OF SUBGLACIALLY-SOURCED IRON-RICH BRINE
- We use publicly available archives to construct a record of activity & inactivity of Blood Falls
- Evidence of activity = icing deposits form if air temperatures are cold enough, but 

melt/sublimate away over weeks-months 
- Discharge during warmer air temperatures leaves no icing deposit, but more likely to be 

observed as active outflow because of human presence during the summer field season 
- Important for: understanding cold glacier hydrology & microbiology of Blood Falls
- We compiled a record of people in the area from 1903-04 through 1993-94, to provide a 

resource for other researchers using public photo archives

1969–70 field season photo 
by Lois Jones of Blood Falls 
Obvious icing deposit 
(observation quality =3), 
photo title in archive: ‘Taylor 
Red Melt’. Date listed in the 
source archive is 1969–70 
field season; to our 
knowledge this is the only 
season Lois Jones was in 
Antarctica 
(date reliability =3).  

Photo from: The Ohio State 
University Archives (Byrd 
Polar Center: Antarctica 
Expeditions 1969–1970). 
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Newly reported events

Changes in timing or frequency? 
MORE BRINE RELEASE EVENTS HAVE OCCURRED IN THE HISTORICAL 
PERIOD THAN PREVIOUSLY REPORTED
Recurrence intervals for subaerial brine discharge at the glacier or lateral site are not known; 
however, data from our study and prior compilations indicate that discharge event time scales 
are on the order of weeks to perhaps a few months in duration and occur during the majority 
of years with observations available. The temporal resolution of observations in the pre-LTER 
era are not sufficient to comment on potential changes in seasonal timing of outflow events. Earliest images
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CONFIDENCE ASSESSMENT

EVIDENCE QUALITY 

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)

Observations of brine deposits or outflow activity
FOR EACH SUMMER SEASON, WE REPORT YES or NO or NO DATA 
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Is your research in the Dry Valleys? 
OUR COMPLIATION OF WHO WAS IN TAYLOR VALLEY PRE-1993/94 MAY HELP
For season-by-season lists of who was where and when, please see Chris’s thesis:

- focused on Taylor Valley, see the Appendix for Chapter 2 

Our compilation improves date control for the photos in public 
archives, to help researchers address glaciological, environmental, 
hydrological, and other questions using the rich historical archives. 
We’ve successfully narrowed down the dates for several photos from ‘unknown’ field seasons, 
and hope it helps you do the same!

DO YOU HAVE BLOOD FALLS/TAYLOR GLACIER OBSERVATIONS TO SHARE? 
We are especially interested in these summer seasons, please email Chris: cgcarr@alaska.edu
1960-61,  ‘64-65,  ‘79-80,  ‘83-84,  ‘84-85,  ‘85-86,  ‘86-87,  ‘87-88,  ‘88-89,  ‘92-93
We’re adding to the pre-1993-94 scope of the initial project (seasons prior to McMurdo Dry Valleys Long 
Term Ecological Research Project), observations from these years are also helpful: 
1994-95,  ‘2017-18,  ‘20-21

3 Feb. 1981 airphoto (1980-1981 season) 
(Low resolution, icing fan present? See red arrow)
Photo: USGS (2017) through the Polar Geospatial Center

18 December 1903
R. Scott’s description 
of Taylor terminus area
(no mention of any red 
discoloration, icing, etc.)
Text from: Scott (1907)

✓yes
✓yes

𝑥 no

evidence quality: 1

1959-1960 field season photo, John McCraw
(No photo with more context available)
Photo: MDV Historical Archives

1990-1991 summer season
(clear description of 
summertime brine outflow)
Text from: Spigel & Priscu (1998)

1989-1990 summer season painting by Jonathan White
(no red icing deposits in this or associated paintings from same season)
Accessed through the Antarctica New Zealand Pictorial Collection

5 November 1962, photo by Robert F. Black 
(icing fan visible in this and other photos)
Photo in Black (1969)

evidence quality: 3

Summer season 1956-57 57-58 58-59 59-60
1960-61 61-62 62-63 63-64 64-65 65-66 66-67 67-68 68-69 69-70
1970-71 71-72 72-73 73-74 74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80
1980-81 81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90
1990-91 91-92 92-93 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00
2000-01 01-02 02-03 03-04 04-05 05-06 06-07 07-08 08-09 09-10
2010-11 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 17-18 18-19 19-20

confidence level:
brine deposit or outflow?  

high medium low (no data)
???

low medium high

Prior compilations did not usually distinguish between no data found in archives
and data indicates no Blood Falls activity 

✓yes𝑥 no 𝑥 no 𝑥 no ✓yes ✓yes
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Additional seasons**: 1903-04 (no, low confidence), 1910-11 (yes, low confidence),  1946-47 (airphotos available, but were 
taken from an angle and distance that precludes interpreting Blood Falls activity)  
**To our knowledge, no other seasons before 1956-57 had field parties or fly-overs. For seasons after 1956-57, “no data” 
means we have not yet found Blood Falls observations from these years, but they may exist. 

1981-82 field season photo
A group of photos credited to 
Harold Neumann are listed with 
“unknown” dates in the MDV 
Archives; the photos show a 
brine deposit (observation 
quality = 3) which we interpret 
as originating from the lateral 
release site. We determined 
that all photos were taken 
during the same day based on 
features like clouds. We cross-
referenced photos of the 
people in the photos with 
photos from the Antarctica 
New Zealand Image Library 
and lists of team members from 
the Antarctic Record to 
constrain the season (date 
reliability = 2). 
Photo: Harold Neumann, 
MDV Archives

✓yes

✓yes

7 February 1911 annotated field photos by G. Taylor
Prior compilations interpret these as evidence for a brine release 
during the 1910-11 summer. We concur there is some evidence of 
brine deposits (evidence quality = 1) but the highly modified 
deposits may be remnants from an earlier year. 

DATE RELIABILITYfind data: photos, 
observations Confidence 

assessment 
low/med/high

brine outflow or icing 
deposit? ✓yes 𝑥 no

evidence quality 
score: 0, 1, 2, 3

date reliability 
score: 0, 1, 2, 3 score selected examples

0 no reliable date (no date provided, or same photo 
attributed to many seasons by various sources)

1 date lists single year (1964 vs. 1964-1965), no month

2 date of photographer’s field season 
circumstantially determined in our study and 

does not conflict with other published observations

3 multiple sources agree on date, or 
published date for single source from original observer

Taylor Glacier, an outlet glacier of the East Antarctic Ice 
Sheet, terminates in Lake Bonney. 
Image: Michael Studinger, Operation Ice Bridge

Taylor 
Glacier 

Lake 
Bonney

Blood 
Falls

lateral 
discharge 
site


